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Learning Outcomes
• Identify parts of a project life cycle in order to 
consider demand workflows 
• List goals for developing a process in order to 
create a process that works for your 
organization. 
• Understand the IDEA document in order to 
transfer the concept to your context. 
Is this a project?
The work in libraries is complex. Not everything is a project, work can 
also be tasks, initiatives, programs, or operational. Projects are 
temporary and unique. 
Temporary
• Start time and End time 
• Can move to operational 
• Broken into phases  
• Could be pilots or experiments 
• Outside of the normal duties of 
an individual or unit 
• Can be the creation of a 
product, deliverable, 
documentation, policy, or 
service 
Unique
Project Life-Cycle
Process Goals
Low Barrier to 
entry
Easy to create and understand
Exit points
Matches mental model 
Low Costs Work with what you already have
Technology is not a burden
Reduce upkeep cost
Right sized Only add process when it is a value add
Flexible complexity  not complicated
Process not documentation 
PMBOK
Knowledge Areas
Integration 
Scope
Time
Cost
Quality
HRCommunications
Risk
Procurement
Stakeholder
IDEA Document
IDEA & PMBOK
IDEA Doc Knowledge Area
Title and metadata Timeline, Cost,
Integration 
Identify Stakeholder,
Communication 
Define Scope, Risk, Cost
Explain Procurement, Cost, 
Quality, Risk
Authorize Stakeholder, 
Communication, HR
Example
Example
Example
Choosing IDEAS
• Must have idea document to be in the running 
• Use idea document to generate buy in 
Documentation 
• Numerical assessments
• Considerations for accessibility and inclusion  
Assessment and Risk
• Internal resources allocation between units 
• Allocate resources at time of need 
Shared Process
• Train in order to grow potential 
• Document velocity and performance indicators 
Capacity 
Project Portfolio
Thank you!
Questions?
egerman@tamu.edu
@eligerman
